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Instructional Objective:   
The students will develop a three dimensional sculpture based on their knowledge of 

structures and functions. 

The students will design their sculpture considering the physical features that will convey 

the character’s personality. 

         

Materials and Equipment:   

Low fire earthenware clay/ Crayola Model Magic 

Clay tools used to sculpt, toothpicks or pencils 

Dura Clear Varnish #DS60 

 

Deco Art Americana Paints: 

Sour Apple #DA275 

Yellow Light #DA144 

Hot Shots Scorching Yellow #DHS1 

Titanium White #DA01 

Lamp Black #DA067 

Sapphire #DA099 

Indian Turquoise #DA087 

Peony Pink #DA215 



Electric Pink #DA231 

Dioxazine Purple #DA101 

Spice Pink #DA030 

 

 

Dynasty/FM Brush – Black Gold Brushes   

Round: #2, #4, #6 

Series 206S Flat Shader:  #12 

Script Liner:  #5/0, #1 

Filbert Wave:  #4, #8  

Small Stencil Brush 

 

Project Requirements:  
1. Design a clay sculpture based on an actual animal. 

2. Build the animal based on hand building techniques such as pinch pots and basic 

sculpting techniques.   

3. Paint the piece using acrylic paints.  

 

Introduction:  When completing an art piece children should be encouraged to use all of 

their creative energies and constructing the project that they plan to paint is one way to 

encourage the use of many of the design elements that children should be experiencing.  

This project can be modified to allow each child the opportunity to add their own flair 

and personality to the process by adding additional design elements and color to their 

frogs.  When I completed this project with my classes I use earthenware clay and clay 

sculpting techniques but if you do not have access to a kiln then Crayola Model Magic 

would be a wonderful material as well.   

 

Art Production: 

1. The students were given enough clay to form one balls of clay approximately 1 

½” in diameter, form a pinch pot out of the ball of clay.  Turn the pinch pot upside 

down using it to form the head of the frogs, take another piece of clay and divide 

it to form two small round pieces of clay and attach the clay using clay techniques 

or according to the manufacturers instructions if using Crayola Model Magic.  

Poke the pupil into the eyes and add any additional features to the frog such as 

nostrils, mouth, bow for the girl, and spots.  Pinch the nose into the pinch pot and 

let the frogs harden.  Once the clay is hardened/fired the children may begin to 

paint each piece.   

2. I firmly believe that children need to learn to use a variety of materials as well as 

proper brush care, I’ve introduced the use of the Wave Filbert in this project 

because it can be used to add interesting textures to the frogs.  Base the frog’s 

body with Sour Apple, thin Yellow Light down to a very thin consistency and 

wash the paint using a crosshatching motion with the #8 or #10 Wave Filbert over 

the green area of the frog.  The size of the brush should be determined by the fine 

motor skill level of the child.  Using the same techniques wash Hot Shots 

Scorching Yellow over the green.  Paint the pupil of the eye White and the center 

Black.   



3. Base the spots on the boy frog with Sapphire and using the Wave Filbert thin 

Indian Turquoise down to a washy consistency load the brush halfway up the 

bristles and highlight each spot by crosshatching Indian Turquoise onto the center 

of each spot.  Base the spots and Bow on the girl frog with Peony Pink, using the 

Wave Filbert and the technique described above highlight the centers of the spots 

and bows with Electric Pink, and dip dot the bow with Dioxazine Purple.    

4. Using a small stencil brush dry brush the cheeks with Spice Pink and dip dot the 

cheek with White.   

5. Varnish the frogs with Matte Varnish.   

 

 


